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Introduction

Up until this point we were only considering how to encrypt a
message so unauthorized personnel are not able to find out its
contents. However a few lectures before it was mentioned that people
with malicious intents are able to attack other parts of our message as
well, thus it is also required to protect against the following acts:

Identity protection: ensuring that the sender and the receiver
are able to authenticate each other.

Protecting communication channels: ensuring that the
information reaches its target without any modification.
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Identity protection is a very important aspect of cryptography. It
plays a smaller role during symmetric key cryptography, since in an
ideal case only the sender and receiver knows the secret key, thus if
we are able to ensure that the key exchange is totally secure, then we
can also be sure that the encrypted message can only be read by the
intended receiver (similarly if we are the one who gets the message,
we can be sure that it is coming from our "partner").

The problem however is that we usually use asymmetric encryption to
ensure the secrecy of key exchange. This is a very delicate situation,
since if an outsider is able to intervene in this process, then by using
the public information he/she is able to send his/her own key to the
sender, who naively uses it during encryption.
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To solve this problem people came up with the idea of digital
signatures, which helps us to uniquely identify the sender and
receiver parties. Since 2001, in Hungary it is possible to authenticate
ourselves by using a digital signature (in some places).

Requirements towards digital signatures (and potentional problems)

Since the communicating parties usually do not trust each other ("But
Mr. Bertók, you told me that everybody will get 15 extra points"),
thus digital signatures must fulfill the following requirements:

Authenticate the parties participating in the communication.

Authenticating the message itself (otherwise the signature can
simply be copied and pasted to any letter).

Ensure that any third party is able to prove the "sent" or
"received" status of the message.
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Attacks

Attacks towards digital signatures are similar to what we have seen
before:

Public key based attacks: the attacker only knows the public
key of the signature.
Message based attacks: the attacker knows some messages and
its signature pairs (maybe chosen by him/her).

General: the attacker chooses some messages without knowing
the public key. After trying to figure out the signatures, he/she
gets the original signatures as well.
Specific: same as above, but the attacker knows the public key as
well.
Adaptive: the attacker is able to gain valid signatures, which sign
messages which depend on previously signed messages.
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Success of attacks

Attacks against digital signatures can have various success:

Total success: the attacker gains the senders’ private key.

General signature: the attacker creates an algorithm which is
able to sign any message in the senders’ name.

Selective signature: the attacker gains information which enbles
him/her to sign some messages chosen by him-/herself.

Existing signature: the attacker is able to sign one, randonly
chosen message. This presents the lowest security risk, since the
attacker has no influence on which message he/she can sign.
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Signing with RSA

In addition to encrypting messages, RSA can also be used to
authenticate the sender. The (outdated) base concept is quite easy:

1 By using a hash function, the sender creates a fixed length (h)
text from his/her message.

2 The sender raises this h number to the power of d modulo n
(remember: d is one of the private keys of the RSA).

3 Attaches this hd (mod n) to the end of the message as a
signature.

4 The receiver first decodes the message, then create its h hashed
value. Then raises the signature to e modulo n (e is part of the
public key). Since e−1 ≡ d (mod n), then the result must be the
same as h. If the two values are the same, then the message is
authenticated.
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The above idea is secure, however since apart from using a hash
function we do not perform any other modifications on the original
message, then if the chosen hash function is "weak" then not only the
signature can be easily broken, but the message itself as well. Thus
during the previous years, signatures based on RSA undergone a
significant development. One of its most recent version is RSA-PSS.

RSA Probabilistic Signature Scheme

To create the signature, one must perform multiple steps. Before
discussing these, first we need to learn about "mask functions".

Mask function: a function in two variables which takes a byte
string and an ℓ length as the input. As the output, a hash function
creates a string of length ℓ. This is a totally deterministic
function, so if we use the same input we get the same output.
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RSA-PSS

Main steps of creating the signature:
1 Encoding the message: its aim is to create a fixed length string

from our message, which cannot be decoded (ever).
1 The message m gets hashed.
2 We append 64 zeros and a random string (salt) at the end of this

hash.
3 This result gets hashed again.
4 The second hash is given into a mask function as an input.
5 The output of the mask function gets added (by XOR) to a string

consisting of zeros and random text (salt).
6 "Some" of the leftmost bits get changed to 0, then we append the

text from step 3 and the BC hexadecimal number (= 188) at the
end of the result
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RSA-PSS

2 Creating the signature: the signature is generated as above, the
only difference being that instead of h we use the string from
step 1.

3 Verifying the signature: to verify the signature we use a similar
method as above. However since we are using (random) salt then
the string what we get is not entirely the same as the one what
we can obtain by "hashing" the message, so basically "every
signature fail". To circumvent this the coding (and encoding)
algorithm must be designed by keeping this in mind. They must
ensure that the only task of the salt is to generate a different
output even if we use the same input (and to ensure that this does
not interfere in the varification process).
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In addition to RSA we can use many other asymmetric cryptosystems
to authenticate our messages (e.g. the ElGamal algorithm, and
algorithms used for elliptic curves). However the two most frequent
ones are the already mentioned RSA and the DSA.

Digital Signature Algorithm

It was the accepted and recommended way to sign documents by
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) until october
2019. However in volume 186-5 of FIPS (Federal Information
Processing Standards) NIST stated that DSA is not recommended
anymore for creating new signatures, however it is still secure for
verifying already existing ones. Since DSA was (is) very widespread,
at least 5 − 10 years need to pass until these signatures "roll out from
the system", so it is a good idea to learn the idea lying behind it.
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The most interesting thing about the algorithm is that in contrary to
RSA, it cannot be used to encrypt our messages, and also it is not
possible to use it for key exchange either. So its only purpose is to
sign and verify messages. Similarly to the ElGamal algorithm this
method also relies on the discrete logarithm problem, however in
DSA we cannot simply apply elliptic curves instead of primes. The
main steps of the original algorithm if the following:

1 The signing peer chooses a length ℓ between 512 and 1024 bit
such that ℓ is a multiple of 64 (however this is only in the
original algorithm. NIST actually recommends 3072 bits instead
of 512 − 1024).

2 He/she chooses an h hash function (originally SHA-1, nowadays
SHA-2).

3 He/she chooses a number n which is lower than both ℓ, both the
length of the output of h.
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4 Chooses an n bit q prime and an ℓ bit p prime such that q | p − 1.

5 Chooses randomly a number 2 ≤ a ≤ p − 2 and computes
g = a(p−1)/q (mod p). If g = 1, then we need to choose a
different a number.

The numbers (p, q, g) are part of the public key.
Signing:

1 The signing peer chooses an arbitrary secret x number, lower than
q. He/she also chooses a random k of the same magnitude for
every message. The difference between x and k is that x is
connected to the signing peer, while k is connected to the actual
message.
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Signing cont.:
2 The sender computes the number r = (gk (mod p)) (mod q),

then calculates the value of s =
(
k−1 · (h(m) + x · r)

)
(mod q),

where h(m) denotes the hashed value of the original message.
3 The signature is the (r, s) pair.
4 The sender sends his/her signature and the public key y = gx

(mod p) to the receiver. It is important to note, that while the
signature changes for every message, it is enough to share this
public key only once (since x is only connected to the sender).

Authentication:
1 The receiver computes the following values:

w = s−1 (mod q),
u1 = h(m) · w (mod q),
u2 = r · w (mod q),
v =

(
gu1 yu2 (mod p)

)
(mod q).

2 If v = r, then the signature is valid, otherwise it is false.
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On the previous slides we could see that to create a signature it is
important to have a message with a fixed length. Of course we cannot
simply ask the user to create a message which is exactly x characters
long, so mathematicians and informaticians needed to develop
functions which "does not care" about the size of the input, but always
produce the same sized output. Since these functions are mostly used
for cryptographic purposes, then it is also important that they should
be "one way" only, which means that it should not be possible to get
back the original message from its encoded version.
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By considering the above requirements, scientists developed the
so-called hash functions. Nowadays, besides signatures, we use them
in different parts of computer science as well:

If we register on a website, then the server only stores the hashed
value of our password, so if the database gets stolen, our
passwords are still safe.
On sites where we can dowload disk images (e.g. for linux
distributions) the developers usually include an MD5 or SHA256
hash value of the image so that everybody can verify if the
downloaded file is not corrupted.

Note

Before we discuss different hash functions, it is important to note that
the MD5 hash is not cryptographically secure (and there are no
"but"-s), so it can only be used to rule out unintentional data
corruption (so to ensure data integrity).
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Example

The easiest hash function is if we simply choose an n and insert our
full message into the modulo n residue system. Of course it is not
used anywhere since if n is too small then tons of messages will have
the same hash, and if it is too big then it can happen that the hash
value of the smaller messages is the same as the message itself. An
other easy, however a bit more useful hash function cuts the message
into blocks of size n, then adds these blocks to each other by using a
XOR operator. However collisions can still occur and if the message
is only one block long (i.e. if n is big), then the hash of the message is
again the same as the message itself. We can make this more "secure"
if after every XOR we shift the bits of the new hashed value to the left
by one (circular shift).
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Requirements

Apart from the requirements mentioned before, a good hash function
needs to fulfill the following conditions as well:

Collision resistance: we need to decrease the chance (as much
as we can) that two different messages gets the same hash value.
This property is often called second preimage resistance (the first
preimage resistance being the "one wayness").

Avalanche effect: we need to ensure that small modifications in
our original message yields a "very" different hash value. If this
is not fulfilled then the attacker is able to decode the original
message. E.g. if number 5 gets 8 as its hash value, 6 gets 9 and 7
gets 10, then everybody is able to find out the "message" with
hash value 11.
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The birthday paradox

One of the attacks against hash functions and digital signatures is the
following:

1 The attacker (evil secretary) gets the message of the CEO, then creates
lots of messages with the same meaning, but different phrasing
(m1,m2, . . .). Then proceeds to hash each of these messages.

2 The attacker creates his/her false message then as before proceeds to
create lots of messages with the same meaning but different phrasing:
(v1, v2, . . .). Then proceeds to hash each of these messages.

3 Compares the hash values from the previous steps and if he/she finds
out that if for some i, j the values mi = vj, then proceeds to give the
CEO the message mi.

4 The CEO naively signs the message (since its contents are basically the
same as the original message).

5 Since h(mi) = h(vj), then sign(mi) = sign(vj).
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Secure Hash Algorithm

The most common cryptographic hash function, which is used in
more than 90% of the algorithms which requires a hash function. The
current version is SHA-3, however SHA-2 and its variants are still
cryptographically secure (even for military purposes). The SHA-0 and
SHA-1 functions are not secure anymore and it is highly advised to
never use them. Since the exact algorithm of SHA is quite long and
mathematically difficult, we only show the main steps of SHA-2
(more precisely SHA-512). It is important to note however that while
the structure of SHA-0,1,2 are quite similar to each other (but SHA-2
has lots of differences and modifications), SHA-3 works in a totally
different way as its predecessors.
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Main steps of SHA-512

1 At the first step we expand the message with 1000 . . . such that
its length will be congruent to 896 modulo 1024. If the message
is this long originally, then we still expand it (with 896 bits).

2 We append a 128 bit long block to the end of the message which
contains the length of the original message. Thus the length of
the modified message will be divisible by 1024.

3 We create a 512 bit long hash buffer, which is divided into 8
blocks with 64 bits each. Its job is to store the intermediate
calculations and the final result. This block is initialized with a
fixed sequence of numbers which is given in the documentation.
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Main steps of the SHA-512 - cont.

4 The algorithm processes the message in 80 rounds, 1024 bits at a
time. The 8 parts of the buffer gets treated separately. In each
round the 1024 bit block gets transformed into a 64 bit long
number. This number, the value of the buffer and a constant
corresponding to the actual round (so 80 pre-determined
constants for the 80 rounds. Its job is to erase the potentional
patterns in the original message) are used to update the 8 parts of
the buffer. The 8 64 bit long blocks from the last round gets
added to the hash value of the previous 1024 bit long message
(the first 1024 bits to the initial buffer). Of course this addition is
also done in 8 64 bit long blocks with the result reduced modulo
264.
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Note
SHA-2 has six different variants: SHA-224,256,384,512,512/224,512/226.
The algorithm is essentially the same for each of these variants (the
differences lie in the constants, the number of rounds and of course in the
size of the input/output blocks).

SHA-2 is cryptographically secure, so always use this if possible. Most of
the network protocols and authentication algorithms use SHA-256, so to
avoid compatibility issues try to use this one. Contrary to popular belief
SHA-512 is not "more secure", since in this case "more bits" have nothing to
do with security. However some devices (older routers for example) are not
able to "understand" SHA-512, so unless we know what are we doing, it is
better to stick to SHA-256.

Also unless we need to touch code from 5 − 10 years before then nothing
can justify the usage of SHA-1. And if our employer wants us to use MD5
for cryptographic purposes, then politely laugh at him/her and immediately
quit the job (and notify the authorities of a potential security risk).



Thank you for your attention!


